A time that I witnessed violence was last year. There was a fight between two girls at school. I was out on the field behind my school with my PE class. I'm not sure why they were fighting, but it started with an argument, next thing I knew everyone was crowding around the girls. First, there was yelling, and then screaming, then fists were flying. The worst part was when one of the girls fell to the ground; a boy came out of nowhere and stomped on her head.

I thought it was funny at first, I didn't know that people had gotten seriously hurt; but once the crowd stepped back I realized how serious it really was. One of the girls had a big cut on the side of her head; it wasn't funny anymore. I thought the whole thing was pretty dumb when it was over, I feel like they did it for no reason. I'm sure there was a better way they could've handled the situation.

I didn't do anything about the fight but watch. Now that I am a year older, and I know that fighting is wrong I am sure I would do things differently. If I saw a fight happening now I would find the nearest teacher and let them know what is happening.